
!NSIBE THE DISTURBING PARAILEL UNIVERSE
OF COUNTERFEIT BICYCTE MAKERS, THE

GONSUMERS WHO DO BUSINESS WITH THEM,
AND THE BIKE INDUSTRY'S REIENTIESS

GRUSADE TO SHUT THEM DOWN. BY JfiE I"INIIsEY
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Andrew Love, the bike
industry's foremost
counterfeit investigator,
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lhe Morqan Hill, California,
headquarters of Specialized

Bicycle Components is a
gleaminq example of enqi-

nee ng en a spa OUS,

well-lit shop where brutish
n'rachines rip and wrench
bicycle frames and parts
to-and past-their limits

On this particular morning, a special frame
sits on the frontal-impact rig. The Venge is

an intimidatingbroadsword of a bike, with a

menacing coat ofmatte-black paint bisected
on the down tube by a murderous red slash. A
bright white decal spells Mclaren on the top
tube, the logo of Britain's storied supercar
maker and Fr racing team, and Specialized's
longtime technology partner.

The pedal-fatigue test is long and numb-
ingly dull. Test engineers fix the fork to a rigid
point on the test jig, and the rear dropouts
to an extension that simulates how a frame
pivots over the rear tire's contact patch. The

final piece is a dummy drivetrain-including
a cassette, chain, and overbuilt crankarms
(both oriented at an angle to sustain maxi
mum power transfer) . Over the next 14 hours,

the test,machine alternately slams each crank-

arm with an excess of t,zoo newton-meters
of force for roo,ooo cycles-essentially a rzo
rpm sprint for 14 hours straight. The test is
meant to simulate cumulative pedal forces

fromyears of riding.
Most of the time;frames get pummeled on

the machine for the duration ofthe test cycle,
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The in-house testing lab at

then move on to the next phase ofassessment.

But this time, when the test finishes, there's

a problem: The frame is cracked.

For a Mclaren, the failure is doubly damn-

ing. Specialized doesn't have a separate set of
fatigue benchmarks for the Mclaren series,

but these frames should be the best ofthe best

ofwhat Specialized makes. Launched in zou,
the Mclaren series Venge features a carbon

fiber construction that McLaren engineers

ran through proprietary software designed

to tune the entire frame to the absolute limit
of technology and materials. Manufactured
in a limited edition of 45o, the complete bikes

sold for $r8,ooo.
Yet Santiago Morales, the company's engl-

neering manager for testing, seems unruffled
by this bike's failure. He inspects the break-

age, logs the number ofcycles and the location

and size ofthe cracks, then calmlyunbolts the
frame and hangs it on the wal1. Morales is a

naturally deliberate man. His studied indiffer-
ence might be because he breaks frames every

day, and there is no novelty to it anymore.
But in this case, Morales acts unsurprised
because he is unsurprised. He expected the

frame to fail at some point; the only ques-

tions were where, when, and by how much.

That's because the Mclaren on the bench isn't
a Mclaren at all. It's not even a Specialized.

reg Tombrageljust wanted a good race

bike. Born and raised in the Cincinnati
area, the 43-year-old IT leader with

General Electric's aviation division started
ridlng in zooT on an inexpensive aluminum
Bottecchia, "when I was about 5o pounds
heavier than I am now," he says.

Though Tombragel picked up riding rela-

tively late in 1ife, he made up in ability what
he lacked in experience. As his fitness and

physique transformed, friends suggested he
tryracing. And as he upgraded (he is now a
category z), so did his bikes. In zoro, he bought
a BMC Racemaster SLXor, a light, stiff model
made from carbon and aluminum. When the
seatpost seized in the frame four years later,
and the warranty claim dragged out, he began
looking for a replacement bike. He tried to buy
a used Specialized Venge on eBay, "but you
can't touch a one- to two-year-o1d frameset for
less than $r,5oo," he says. "I put in a few bids
and lost." Although he has a good job at GE,
he didn't want to spend the $5,5oo it would
have cost to purchase a new, race-readyVenge.

ironically, it was his search for legitimate

The lab at Specialized,
where engineers refine
pr0totypes and test
finished products before
they reach consumers.

items that led him to a murky deal. "Because Id
been looking on eBay and Googie, I got served
up an ad in Gmail from DHgate. Sure enough,
you have a frame that looks dead-on like it,s
a Venge," he reca1ls. "You could tell it was
Chinese-direct. But I'd bought things from
overseas on eBay, so I was comfortable with
it." The bike was openly advertised as a Spe-
cialized. The cost: $5oo, including shipping.

When the frame arrived, he took it to a shop
to have the parts switched from his o1d BMC.
But from the start, there were issues. Over the
next few months, he began to notice that the
dropouts weren't totally aligned. To spin free-
ly, the rear wheel had to be clamped slightly

askew. Other oddities: Standard water bottle
cage bolts didn't fit in the frame. And afrer a

few weeks, the screw-in cable-stop adaptor
for the internally routed cables began to rust.

These weren't the only signs somethingwas
amiss. Not long after getting the bike, he had
an unsettling experience on a descent. ,.In

the chainstays and fork, there was a kind of
squishy feel," he recails. "Ijust didn't have any
confidence in high-speed turns." Similar sen-
sations followed on other rides. Additionally,
he felt unstable on the bike when sprinting.

A return trip to the shop to try to fix some
of the issues confirmed what Tombragel had
begun to suspect. The shop owner showed
a visiting Specialized rep this mysterious
Venge with misaligned dropouts. After a few
moments, the rep dropped the bad news:
"That's a fake."

or the counterfeit Mclaren to make it to
Morales's test 1ab at Specialized He, it
detoured first to a cluster ofnondescript

Salt Lake City warehouses in the industrial
district southwest ofthe airport.

Inside one ofthese 1ow-slungbuildings, nes-
tled within a warren of cubicles, is the nerve
center of Specialized's anticounterfeit opera-
tions. One cube overflows with fake Evade
and Prevail helmets, Body Geometry saddles,
Aerofly handlebars, and bicycle frames. A
second fake Mclaren Venge leans against a

waIl. (A third rests in another pile ofcounter-
feit frames in awarehouse) In the cube next to
this coliection slts Andrew Love, the compa-
ny's lead on brand security and investigations.

A former elite speed skater, Love took a

customer-service job at Specialized in zoo7.
Bythatfall, he was spending zo percent ofhis
time chasing counterfeits, mostlyjerseys and
other soft goods. Then, in zoo8, a fake Tarmac
came in, and bythe end ofzoog, "the counter-
feit attacks had become relentless," Love says.

"Our CFO at the time, John Rangel, came
to the office one day and I asked him for a

meeting," recalls the 44-year-old Love. He
pulled Rangel into a conference room where
he'd laid out a dozen or so counterfeitjerseys
alongwith the fake Tarmac and said, "Do you
have any idea of the tsunami that's coming?,,

"He basically told me to write my job
description," says Love, who is now the fore-
most counterfeit sleuth in the bike industry
and leads a team of ro, three of them full-
time investigators, the largest in-house anti-
counterfeit unit in the cycling wor1d. Speak
with anyone in the industry about counter-
feit and, without fai1, they'll say: "You should
rea1ly talk to Andrew Love."
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reality that sets counterfeit bikes, parts, and
accessories apart is that, when you need them
most, they may fail you catastrophically. And
ifthey do, there is no one bredible standing
behind them.

ounterfeiters generally are made up
of two broad groups: factories that
make illicit goods, and vendors who

sell them. Multiple industry sources told us
that sometimes they are one and the same, but
more often they're separate entities. The fac-
tories churn out the fakes, and the sellers buy
them to resell-often to customers in Europe
and North America.

The practice is mostly beyond the reach of
Western law enforcement: According to the
Department of Homeland Security, almost
9o percent of counterfeit goods seized in
the US last year came from China and Hong
Kong. "You are never going to seize your
way out of the problem," says Bruce Fou-

an Italian internet brand protection firm
that works with more than 4o companies
in the cycling indusrry. "[It has] extremely
evolved e-commerce and hundreds of mi1-
lions of users a month.')

Since Convey started working with Pin-
arello in 2013, the firm has taken down
45,ooo listi ngs for counterfeit goods (a list-
ing can include multiple items). Wei Tang,
who works on Love's team as Specialized's
dedicated liaison to Alibaba Group sites, says

that in the first seven months of zor5, he got
more than $5 ml1]ion in fake inventory del-
isted just from Alibaba websites. Specialized
knocks down abour $15 million a year total in
counterfeit sales, across more than 8o plat-
forms. In a written response to our request
for comment, Candice Huang, a spokesper-
son for the Alibaba Group, said thar it has
more than z,ooo staff devoted to fighting
counterfeit on its sites, a problem that found-
er Jack Ma has called "a cancer."

And the cancer is proliferating, thanks to
new dedicated shopping apps that are beyond
the reach ofmost anticounterfeit tools. Love
predicts that the next frontier will be peer-
to-peer sales on social media-Facebook, he
says, recently rolled out a mobile payments
processor. With sales hidden inside a dedi-
cated app, and financial transactions routed
out of plain sight, the entire counterfeit net-
work could drop from view, but be as close as

a couple of swipes on a smartphone screen.

ove moves in slow motion in his Salt
Lake City cubicle. The pain medication
he's been using to counteract the linger-

ing effects ofa crash a few days prior is taking
a toll. Despite operating at what he calis 7o
percent capacity, he's irrepressibly bubbly as

he scrolls through fake gear listings on direct-
from-Asia sites.

In the fight against fakes, Love and outfits
like Convey use a variety oftools. They work
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molds to make the finished product, it's an
almost ideal material to use in counterfeit-
ing. It's easier to work with than metal is,
and the final frame or wheel or handlebar
can look identical to the real thing even if
what's underneath bears no resemblance to
it. If you can make a mold, you can make a

fake. Helmets, too, are often counterfeited
because they are manufactured in molds.

A fake purse or timepiece is one thing; it
breaks, you get a new one. But the disturbing

cart, director of the govern-
ment's National Intellectual
Property Rights Coordination
Center, which manages anti-
counterfeit efforts across r9
federal agencies.

Complicating the issue is
how counterfeit goods are
sold. "It's unfortunate, but the
Internet has made the problem
worse," says Foucart. It gives
crooks an opportunity to pro-
liferate that didn't exist when
counterfeit goods had to be
sold in person, he says.

Some ofthe bolder counter-
feiters se1l direct on their own
sites, like Greatkeen Bike and
OEM-Carbon (domains that
Specialized seized earlier this
year). And fakes are still sold
regularly on Amazon, eBay,

and sometimes Craigslist.
But Love estimates that 95
percent ofthe counterfeits he
sees are on Asian marketplace
sites like DHgate, where Tom-
bragel bought his Venge, or A1i

Express and Taobao (both
part of Alibaba), which prom-
ise Western consumers direct
access to Asian manufacturers,
without the middleman.

"Alibaba alone is an umbrel-
1a with six or seven different
platforms," says Michele Pro-
vera, vice president of brand
protection for Convey SRL,

A high-school student sent BICYCLING a fake Specialized Evade pur-
chased direct from China via an app for Taobao, Alibaba's answer to
eBay. lt was an excellent copy, and even came with an owner's manual
and extra pads, A close exam revealed subtle but crucial differences,

Greg Tombragel's hunt for
a high-end used bike led
him to an appealing-albeit
questionable-deal that he
was unable to pass up.

Love was prescient about the comingwave.
It hadn't yet hit cycling ful1 force but, before
long, online marketplaces from the familiar
(eBay, Amazon) to the new and exotic (Ali-
baba) were flooded with fake goods.

Because it's a criminal enterprise, precise
statistics on counterfeiting of specific prod-
ucts are difficult to come by. But accordingto
the US Department of Homeland Security, its
seizures ofcounterfeit goods have increased
by more than 3oo percent in the past decade,
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topping $r.z billion in value last year.

The most-affected, and mostvisible, items
tend to be luxury goods-the imitation Her-
mbs Birkin bag or the street-corner Rolex.
In the bike industry, prestigious brands like
Pinarello, Specialized, arrdZipp, that have
distinctive, easy-to-recognize products, seem

to get hit the hardest.
And high-end items-like carbon fiber

bicycle frames-are most frequently mim-
icked. Because carbon fiber is layered into

r The foam is less

dense and is thin-
ner by as much

as 4.5mm-than
on the real Evade.

r The fake does

not carry the

stickers that
indicate it meets

US government

safety standards.

r The plastic fit
retentlon device

is made of cheap,

stiff plastic, with
a balky ratchet
dial, compared

with the one on

the reai helmet.

r On the sca e,

the fake is 45g

llghter than the

real Evade.

r The fake acks

a roll cage, an

interna skeleton

(the arger dots in

the cross section

of the real Evade,

above) that holds

the heimet intact

I n a crash.

ln a crash, thE fak€
rvculd have offered
alm0st n0 protection.
Wstflh a yidso of us
cuttinE a counterfeit
Evade alrnqside a reai
one on EiCY0LlNB
.com/unrf,alheimet"
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Surprisingly, Tombragel's f ake
fork passed impact testing-but
barely. lf this had been a real Spe-
cialized, it would be re-engineered
to pass by a higher margin.

with law enforcement to seize shipments,
they pursue financial trails and get counter-
feit sellers' PayPal and credit-card accounts
shut down and funds seized, and they have
high-level direct contacts with the marker-
place sites themselves.

But the benchmark tool is a form known as

a takedown notice. Almost every major online
marketplace has a version of it. (Amazon is the
most cumbersome to work with, says Love;
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eBay and Alibaba are more responsive) The
under$ing idea ls simple: Abrand can register
its trademarks and other intellectual properry
rights with the site, then use the form to sub-
mit a takedown request. Since the intellectual
property rights are already on file, the sites

rely on an affirmationbythe rights holderthat
it believes, in good faith, that the advertised
item is a counterfeit.

Naturally, counterfeiters find ways to

r CHECK OUT THE SEttER
So many counterfeit items originale

in China that a seller based there

should be an automatic red flag.

Legitimate dealers have dedicated

websites outside of their marketplace

identities, which should be listed in

their profiles. Use this to verify thelr
dealer status with the manufactureL

r READ tlSTlt{GS CAREFUT[Y

When it says "email for coloy'graph-

ics," it likely means the seller has

omitted those details to evade brand

security. Also, positive reviews can be

misleading; they might be notes from

buyers slmply saying the item arrived

on time. Likewise, a selLer's member-

ship in a "preferred/verified seller"

program may have ittle to do with

the legitimacy of the merchandise.

r RESEARCH BRAND POtICIES
lfyou see frames that look like

Venges alongside others that look

ike Dogma F8s and Look 695s-that
are all unlabeled-find out if the

seller is an official dealer (most

brands list them on their websites).

Some, like Cerv6lo, don't al ow online

sales. Others do, but only via specific

channels, say, on a bike shop's own

site, and not on third-party platforms

like Amazon.

r USE COMMON SENSE

A brand-new Look 695 frameset for

$5oo? Don't be so taken by the deal

that you suspend rational thinking.

outsmart the system. Tools like
these rely heavily on automated
web-crawling software that uses

a keyword search to flag listings
as questionable. So the coun-
terfeiters simply will eliminate
trade names in listing titles and
product copy. The softu/are also

has image-recognition capabili-
ties, particularly for logos. So the
craftiest sellers wiil hide identifu-
ing details deep in a post, ifthey
show them at a1l.

"Ali Express is just the heart
of darkness," Love says with a

chuckle, offering a running com-
mentary on questionable listings flagged
for review. "Okay, here's a good one. These

are fake Venges, but the listing doesnt have

anything about Specialized until you get way
down into it." In fact, the listing reads: '(2015

New painting road bicycle carbon frame."
The image is a plain black frame, but clearly

a Venge copy.

Love pauses. "Yeah, here, in the photos, as

you click through, here's an S-Works version."
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elmets sold in the US must undergo Consumer product Safety Commission testing and carry a

sticker certifying that they pass (or a Snell B90A sticker, essentially the same standard). Many
fakes purchased in the US have incorrect markings, such as a CE (European standard). The CPSC

test has multiple comPonents: One measures the integrity of the straps; several others measure impact

DYI{Al,llC RETENTI0il TEST IIt4PACTTEST

He clicks the selier store 1ink, which reveals
listings for frames from other brands, plus
handlebars, wheels, even saddles. Another
brief pause, then: "I'm gonna hammer this
guy." He opens the takedown notice.

If it sounds unwieldy, it is. Even though
Love can batch the requests, he has to submit
each one manually, and that means examin-
ing each listing or seller to ensure it's a fake.

One effort largely beyond the reach of
brand-security efforts: getting to the facto-
ries themselves. In very rare cases, the coun-
terfeits come from a supplier that produces
more items than ordered and sells the rest on
its own, called "third shift" counterfeiting.
The products are accurate, but unauthor-
ized. Most of the time, the molds are reverse-
engineered from legit samples or even just
photos. And the opaque, crawling nature
of the Chinese justice system is a signifi-
cant obstacle in chasing down these rogue
factories. You could spend years on a case

and end up with nothing to show for it,
says Convey's Michele Provera. Foucart, of
the National Inteilectual Property Rights
Coordination Center, picks his words care-
fu1ly, since the agencies he deals with have
to work with Chinese counterparts. "Chi-
nese law enforcement has been cooperative
in the iast couple ofyears," he says, citing a

case in which a maker of fake airbag parts
was shut down. "I'm optimistic things will
continue to improve." But he freely allows
that counterfeits from China are his agen-
cy's biggest challenge.

Security specialists are exhausted by the
Sisyphean nature of the fight, atomized
across dozens ofmarketplace sites and dedi-
cated apps aimed at retail customers buying
individual items. "This isn't a shipping
container of fake helmets coming in through
customs," says Martin Nguyen, general coun-
se1 forAction Sports at BRG Sports Inc., parent
companyto Bell and Giro. "This stuff trick-
ies across the border in ones and twos. It's
almost impossible to interdict."

A11 ofwhich points out an unpleasant
truth about the Mclaren Venge that Santiago
Morales broke at the Speciaiized test 1ab: It
wasn't seized from an online seller, it wasn't
intercepted on a loading dock, or found as

evidenie in a warehouse raid. It was handed
over voluntarily by the man who bought it:
Greg Tombragel.

ombragel may not have looked closely
at what he was buying or from where,
but he wasn't hunting a fake. Mostly, he

was just iooking for a good deal. Though he
brieflywondered ifthe coNrrNUED oN p. 1r9

The helmer is srrapped and adjusted Lo a

level head'orm. A 4(g we'ghr s secured to
rhe chrlstrap and aropped.6m. The

straDs can t st'etch more tnan 3Omm.

The Fake Exceeded 30mm = FAIL

A,helmetris .

str*pped io a, :

skg hei&. to.rm- .

ardrrd]'opped ' :,

frcrii:variorls .'i :

heighrs qntg flat;.
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Th€ Fake Peak

afceleration bf. .

.1O52 Gs onto a

curbstone anvll;

roughlysimilar to
your bare head.

hitting a !uiface
inta.bicycle ctash.
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CPsc helrnet standards don't have a penetration test, but the fake Aeon fractured lnto multiple pieces on impact
Because the helmet didn't retain its shape, the anvil broke through the shell and hlt the head form directly.

SETEST

Engineers clamp

l6-pound weights to
the handlebar ends and

drop it from increasing

heights, starting at 6

lnches and increasing

by 2 inches each time.
To pass, the bar must

reach drops of 24 inches

before breaking. The

test replicates drop-of fs

and jumps, but because

the test rig ls static, the
forces are higher than

would correspond to
drops from the same

heights on a real bike.

Went.only

to 10 inches,

before entire

right side of
handlbar broke

cdmpl€tely off
at'riser bend .
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offerwarranty support and customer service. For
certain products, they get regulatory approval
that the item has passed testing standards.

Counterfeiters, on the other hand, skip those
steps, while cutting corners on materials and
manufacturing. On one of the fake Venges in
Love's collection the bottom bracket shell is sepa-

rating from the frame. Another has large voids in
the head tube. (A void is where the layers aren't
tightly compacted. Over time the tube cracks)

Enve's Scott Nielson shares a particularlyvivid
example of how sloppy counterfeiters are. The
company recently tested a fake riser handlebar.
"It was ro9 grams," he recalls. "For comparison,
ours is r89. It snapped under my foot like a stick.,,

"People at a company spend a 1ot of time on
what they produce," says Ariely, the Duke psy-
chology professor. Customers see only the final
product, and don't necessarily feel the need to pay
for that development, he explains. "But without
R&D you aren't going to get better products.,,

hat outcome Tombragel might have
experienced on his Mclaren Venge is

unknowable. Maybe he'd be like the
CC Chinarello crew, happily riding his fake with
friends. The testin& however, suggests a far more
frightening scenario.

Despite being heavier than a real Venge,
Tombragel's frame sustained significant dam-
age. In the pedal-fatigue test, both chainstays
cracked at the bond with the bottom bracket;
one almost entirely through. The frame was
so deficient in torsional and bottom-bracket
stiffness (zr percent less than an S-Works
Venge in both cases) that a spreading crack
developed in the down tube near one ofthe
entry points for a derailleur cable, a location
that surprised Morales-failure from pedal forces
is unusual so high up on a stiff racing frame.
And just 20 percent into the industry-standard
vertical-fatigue test, meant to simulate potholes
and bumps, a crack formed in the seat tube.

When carbon fiber starts to fail, it cracks
imperceptibly at first, but at some point, forces
overwhelm the material and it fails suddenly.
Over time, Tombragel might have noticed more
ofthat soft feeling he'd sensed when sprinting.
But as the cracks spread, the situation could have
been catastrophic, says Morales. The extraweight
didnt translate to greater stiffness or durabiliry
"This is not an engineered product in anyway,,, he
says. "It's essentiaily a mediocre canvas painted
to look the same."

Regardless, Tombragel's direct-from-Asia
experiment is over. He figures, between the cost

ofthe frame and swapping parts from (and back
to) the BMC, he's probably out what it would have

cost to buy a secondhand, legitimate Venge on
eBay. He'll get another bike, and he'd like it to be
a Specialized. "I respect the brand," he says. "The
Venge and Tarmac, to me, are the best-reviewed
race bikes out there. I mean, that's what I wanted
before going down this crazy path."

But his Mclaren is gone. It's not illegal in the
US to own a counterfeit item, like it can be else-
where. So why did he voluntarily surrender it to
Love? Tombragel hoped Love could help him get
his money back. But that wasn't the only rea-
son. After what he'd learned, he thought that it
belonged with Specialized.

'ilt didn't feel right to even ke ep it;' B
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